The next generation
of PC audiometry has arrived
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Paperless patient
records

More efficient
workflow

Test results can be incorporated
into virtually any electronic document, including customized
Adobe PDF files, for easy
electronic transfer.

Conera lets you spend less time
filing and keeping records and
more time with your patients.

®

Intuitive interface
Clear menus and icons mean
that Conera is as easy to use
as it is efficient.
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MAKING NETWORKING HUMAN
Audiological test results are merely the means to an end – they’re not the end themselves. That means information must be
shared with other experts. The faster this can be accomplished, the faster patients can receive the help they need. What’s more,
faster communication can also mean faster reimbursement from health-insurance providers.
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Use with any PC

Hang it on the wall

You can use the Conera with
any desktop or laptop computer
and any standard monitor –
including touch-screen displays.

Who says the audiometer needs
to take up valuable desk space?
Conera can be placed virtually
anywhere.

Connect multiple
screens
Add a supplemental touchscreen display in the examination room for full control of
Conera and other PC-based
applications.

Digital word lists

XML data export

Binaural SPL
audiometry

Electronic
reporting

MADSEN Conera is
based on well-proven
software and hardware
platforms from Otometrics.

Easy data transfer
Send standard XML data
directly to Electronic Patient
Journals. Or create customized
reports in Adobe PDF format
for printing or distribution.

Integrate with
other instruments
Conera is 100% NOAH3
compatible, so it can communicate directly with many
other audiometric devices.

USB connectivity

Customized
reports

Distributed access
to patient records
via PC networks

Sleek, integrated
cable cover
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MORE TIME FOR YOUR PATIENTS
Throughout this brochure, we’ve talked about efficient workflow, streamlined examinations, and saving time.
But that doesn’t mean assembly-line examinations. Rather, it allows you to spend more time counseling your
patients and putting them at ease – even though your total throughput has actually increased.
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Features

Otometrics is the world's leading manufacturer of hearing
and balance assessment instrumentation and software. Our
extensive product portfolio ranges from infant screening
applications and audiologic diagnostics, to balance testing
and hearing instrument fitting.

Accessories
• Audiometer Control Panel (ACP)
• Overlay for ACP
• CD-ROM control-module license and cable (does not include solution CD)
• Insert masking phone
• Sound booth installation kit
• Free-field loudspeaker set (2 speakers)
• PA 210, power amplifier
• Microphone with table stand, mini DIN
• Carrying case with wheels

MADSEN Conera provides seamless integration
with many other audiometric products from
Otometrics, including the remarkable
MADSEN OTOflex 100.

As an organization, we are committed to developing innovative,
integrated solutions that help healthcare professionals make the
best possible decisions. This, in turn, helps our customers
improve the overall standard of patient care wherever they are
located.

OTOflex features tympanometry reflex
screening/threshold/decay, plus ETF
– all in a single, compact, and highly flexible
unit. Hang it on the wall, set it on your desk, or even put it
in your pocket, you’ll always have everything you need close

Headquartered in Copenhagen, Denmark, and with a center
of development in the United States, we maintain a global
network of distributors and subsidiaries. Otometrics is part of
GN Store Nord.

GN Otometrics, Europe. +45 45 75 55 55. info@gnotometrics.dk
GN Otometrics, North America. 1-800-289-2150. sales@gnotometrics.com
www.otometrics.com

at hand. Find out more at www.otometrics.com
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Technical specifications
Channels: two separate and identical channels
Reporting: configurable reports for paper reports or electronic reports using
Adobe® PDF or data sharing via XML
Masking: contralateral, ipsilateral, or binaural; white noise, speech noise,
NBN, or external (CD/tape)
Outputs: air (phones or insert phones), bone, free-field (via external amplifier and
speakers); probe for SPL audiometry
Levels: -10 to 130 dB in 1 or 5 dB steps (maximum output is limited by
transducer capability)
Tone Mode: standard frequencies in range 125 - 8,000 Hz
Stimuli: pure, warble, and pulsed tones, NBN, NBN masking
Tone switch: manual, or 1.5 sec. tone duration
Speech Mode: stimulus via microphone or CD/tape 1-2 with speech-noise
masking. Word counter and automatic calculation of score in %. Optional
CD-ROM control enables automatic presentation of speech materials from CD
Patient: talkover, talkback, and monitoring; assistant monitoring earphone;
Communication: patient responder with indicator on PC screen
Accuracy: frequency: better than ± 0.05%
Level: electrical ± 0.5 dB; acoustical ± 3 dB
Power Supply: AC 50/60 Hz, 100 V - 240 V
Dimensions: 38 x 35 x 7.3 cm, 15” x 13¼” x 3” (W x D x H)
Weight: 3.3 kg, 7¼ lbs
Approvals: CE-marked according to the Medical Devices Directive 93/42/EEC

